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Rafferty and Alameda Dams
Written by Jim Olson
When Rafferty and Alameda Dams
were completed more than 20 years ago,
they came under the management of an
international agreement.
That operation manual served the
Souris-Mouse River valley well for
many years. Yet 2011 showed that the
developers of that plan had given little
consideration to high water volume
situations.
The result was the build-up of a mountain of water behind those dams – water
that was ultimately released suddenly
after a major rainstorm in southern
Saskatchewan.
That’s why it is critical that steps be
taken now to re-visit the rules that will
protect the valley from future flooding,
especially with the knowledge that
experts tell us we are in the midst of a
“wet cycle” in our region.
US Senator John Hoeven says the
current budget requires the Secretary of
State to review the operations manual.
Other political leaders have pledged to
push for new rules for the river. Better
river management is instantaneous, free
flood control and should be implemented
as quickly as possible.
But what plan makes sense? I humbly
suggest the following, simple management rules:
Enhance and strengthen the levee/flood
wall system along the river to hold back
12,500 CFS – less than half the 27,40030,000 CFS now under consideration for

a new levee
system.
Every fall and
winter,
adjust
the levels of
Rafferty
and
Alameda Dams
to one meter
below their Full Supply Level (the target
level for summer).
Through the spring and early summer,
set the dams’ releases at the exact
volume of inflow. This would keep the
reservoir levels steady and in the case of
2011 would have resulted in flows under
10,000 CFS in Minot through April,
May, and the first half of June.
The dams would have a maximum
outflow of 11,000 CFS, meaning when
inflows exceed that number, the level of
the reservoirs would rise and we would
be getting the “flood control” America
paid millions of dollars for.
This 11,000 CFS maximum allows
Lake Darling Dam to be used to tailor
flows to deal with the brief surges of
water from the Des Lacs River.
Using the “flood of record” in 2011 as
a guide, this system would have been
able to hold back the huge mid-June
rainstorm with outflows capped at
11,000 CFS. And the Canadian
reservoirs would not have reached their
maximum levels.
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In short, this suggested plan meets
everyone's concerns: fish/wildlife/
recreation interests have reservoirs
kept very near their optimal levels
– assuring the desired levels in the
summer.
People concerned about flooding
have peace of mind knowing the
largest water volume ever recorded
on the system would be controlled
with no flooding.

To me, this is the kind of overall
solution our leaders should be
fashioning – not an oversized levee
system that slices Minot in half and
ousts families from their homes.
It would keep neighborhoods
intact, reduce the number of
“buyouts” needed to near zero, and
greatly reduce the overall cost of
meeting the goal of protection from
the worst flood we've ever seen
along the Mouse River in the US.
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